Abstract. For an (mi,m2,ni,n2)-fibered fibered manifold Y and a projectable projectable vector field Z on Y we give a construction of a 1-form A(Z) on the (ri,..., rg)-cotangent bundle J""l'--> r 8*y. It is reflected in the concept of a natural operator Ay: T^M -pr0j\^MmmnitnY -7 1 T r l>"> r 8*y lifting projectable projectable vector fields on a Y to 1-forms on 7 ir l>-> r 8*y. We determine all natural operators of this kind and prove that they form a free C°° (R r i + r 4+ r 6+ r 8 )-module of dimension 2(rj +r4+rQ+rg). We construct explicitely a basis of such module.
Introduction
Roughly speaking, we generalize the construction of a 1-form A(Z) on a higher order cotangent bundle from a vector field Z or a projectable vector field Z (in case of the category of fibered manifolds) to the category of (7711,7712, rii, ri2)-fibered fibered manifolds. It is reflected in the concept of a natural operator over such objects, the classification result on which will be also presented.
We start with the notation of categories over manifolds to be used and the survey of already achieved results. We consider the category M.f m of Tridimensional manifolds with embeddings, the category TM. of fibered manifolds and fibered maps, the category TM.m,n of fibered manifolds with Tridimensional bases, n-dimensional fibers and fibered embeddings. Further, we consider the category J^M of fibered fibered manifolds with fibered fibered maps, [16] and the category /" 2 Aimiirn2)ni)n2 of (mi,7712,711, n2)-dimensional fibered fibered manifolds with fibered fibered embeddings and finally the category VB of vector bundles with vector bundle morphisms. We follow the basic notation of bundle functors and natural operators from the fundamental monograph [4] . The concept of a fibered fibered manifold was introduced in [16] .
Fibered fibered manifolds are surjective fibered submersions between fibered manifolds. They naturally appear in differential geometry if we consider transverse natural bundles in the sense of Wolak, [18] . In [17] , we have classified all product preserving bundle functors on the category T 2 M.. In the present paper, we consider a bundle functor
•M.m\,mi,n\,ni -» VB which does not preserve products, namely the cotangent bundle functor of order (ri,... ,r 8 ), [8] .
We are going to generalize the following results concerning the category Mfm together with an r-th order cotangent bundle T r *M = J r (M, R)o and the category TM. m ,n together with an (r, s, g)-th order cotangent bundle T r,s >q *y = M 1 ' 1^, see [14] and [15] . In [14] , the first author studied the problem how a vector field Z on an m-dimensional manifold M induces a 1-form A(Z) on T r *M. Such a concept is reflected in the concept of a natural operator A : T_M f m -» T*T r *. He proved that for natural numbers m >2 and all r, all natural operators A : T Mf m T*T r * form a free 2r-dimensional module over C°°(R r ). Further, the basis of such a module was constructed.
In [15] , the similar problem was studied, i.e. how a projectable projectable vector field Z on an (m, n)-dimensional fibered manifold Y induces a 1-form A(Z) on the (r, s, g)-cotangent bundle T r < s,q *Y. The problem is reflected in the concept of a natural operator A : T pro j\jr Mrri n -> x*T r,a,q *. It is proved that for all natural numbers m,n,r,s,q satisfying m > 2 ans s > r < q all natural operators A : T pTO j\F Mjn n -• T*T r ' s ' 9 * form a free 2(q + r)-dimensional module over C°° (R 9+r ) and its basis is constructed.
In the present paper, we are going to extend the above mentioned results to fibered fibered manifolds, i.e. we study the problem how an ^A^-project- T*T ri --r8 *. We prove that for all natural numbers mi,m2,ni,ri2,ri,r2,... ,rs satisfying "ii > 2, rg > r4 < rs > rs, r$ > re < 7-7 > r<x and ri < r» for i = 2,. As a matter of fact, natural operators lifting functions, vector fields and 1-forms to some bundle functors played an important role in all papers devoted to prolongations of geometric structures, e.g. [19] . That is why such operators are studied, [1] - [17] , [19] - [21] , etc. Operators like this concerning higher-order cotangent bundle functors were studied in [1] - [4] , [6] - [11] , [14] , [15] , [20] , [21] All manifolds and maps are assumed to be smooth, i.e. of class C°°.
Fibered fibered manifold
The concept of a fibered fibered manifold was introduced in [16] . A fibered fibered manifold is a fibered surjective submersion n : Y -* X between fibered manifolds, i.e. a surjective submersion which sends fibers into fibers such that the restricted and corestricted maps are submersions. We will write Y instead ir if tt is clear. If n' :Y' -> X' is another fibered fibered manifold, a morphism 7r -• 7r' is a fibered map f :Y ->Y' such that there is a fibered map fo : X -> X' satisfying n' o / = / 0 o 7r. Thus all fibered fibered manifolds form a category which we will denote by T 2 M. The category is over manifolds, local and admissible in the sense of [4] .
A fibered fibered manifold 7r : Y -> X is said to be of dimension (mi,m2, ni,n2) if the fibered manifold Y is of dimension (7711+711,7712 + 712) and the fibered manifold X of dimension (mi, 7712). All fibered fibered manifolds of dimension (mi, 7712, ni, n 2 ) and their local ^r 2 A / l mi>m2 ,n 1 ,n 2 C Every ni)Jl2 -object is locally isomorphic to M mi x R" 12 x R ni x R" 2 -> R mi x R m2 where the fibered manifolds forming the total space and the basis in this object are considered over R mi x R" 1 and R
7711
' respectively. Let us denote such an object by M™
In the end of the section, we define the concept of a projectable projectable vector field as follows. Let 7r: Y -• X be a fibered fibered manifold (an F 2 M mi,m2,ni,n2~°bject). A projectable vector field Z on Y is said to be projectable projectable if there is a 7r-related projectable vector field ZQ on X, [16] . Further, the flow of a projectable projectable vector field is formed by local ^Ai-isomorphisms.
(ri,... ,r8)-cotangent bundles of fibered fibered manifolds
Let ri,...,r& be natural numbers such that > 7-4 < 7-5 > 7-3, > < T7 > r 2 ,r8 * : f 2 jM mi ,m 2l n 1 ,n2 -> VB determines a vector bundle functor in the sense of [4] . In what follows, a bundle functor of this kind is said to be the (ri,..., rg)-cotangent bundle.
3. Examples of natural operators 2>»M-proj\^M mi , ma , ni ,n a yi-JV! r 8 * Let mi,m2, ni, ri2, ri,..., rs be natural numbers as in Section 1. We are going to study how a . 
The classification theorem
In this section, we are going to formulate the main result giving the classification of all natural operators where Z is an T 2 M. projectable vector field and 1 < k\ < rs, 1 < < 1 < < and 1 < k^ < r\. The main classification theorem of this paper reads The proof of Theorem 1 will occupy the rest of the paper. It is a complicated adaptation of the proofs of Theorem 1 in [14] and [15] .
Some preparations to the proof of Theorem 1
Let linear combination oí A, A, A, A, A, A, A and A for fci, fc2, fc3,/c4 as above with C~(R ri+r4+r6+r8 )-coefficients.
In the following lemma we show that A is uniquely determined by the restriction A ( Proof. The proof is standard. We use the naturality of A and the fact that any J^jVf-projectable vector field Z having an underlying projectable vector field with an underlyng non-vanishing vector field is locally in some fibered fibered manifold coordinates.
• It follows from Lemma 1 that our investigations of natural operators in question can be reduced to their restriction to the canonical vector field ^fr, i.e. we are going to study all ••• r8 *R mi ' m2 ' ni,n2 )0. 
for any v € (VT ri >--' r8 *)oR mi,T,l3,ni,n2 , the vertical subbundle with respect to the projection TV : T Vl r 8*jjm1,m2,ni,n2 fl£mi,m2,ni,n2_
Proof. We have the identification (Fr ri -,r8 *)0R mi ' m2,ril,n2 To 1 '"' rs *R mi ' m2,ni ' n2 x Tq 1 '' ' r8 *R mi ' m2 ' ni ' n2 by ^ =0(« + tw)~(u,w) for U,W <E Tq 1 r8 *R m l." l 2,r»l,n2
For jfei = 1,..., r8 we define /(fcl)l : R»-i+r4+r.+rs where a, 6, c, e are as above.
For fc3 = 1,... ,r6 we define /(fc,)a : M ri+r4+r8+r8 R by E ¿^fr E ¿rJ^K fc3=i fc4=i
where a, 6, c, e are as above. 
